Object Loans Boxes

Roman Life
This set comprises a box about Roman life and
several boxes of original and replica pottery.

Tudor Life
This set comprises of two boxes focussing on
Tudor dining and Tudor education / pilgrims.
All the contents are replicas.

Toys and Games
This box contains replica and original toys, the
majority of which are from the post war to the
present day.

Victorian Life
This set comprises of several boxes including
original domestic Victorian equipment, such as
clothing and weighing scales. Some of the
objects, like the washboard, are fairly large.

Victorian School and Games
A mixture of original and replica objects. A great
compliment to the Victorian Life Box.

Edwardian Shop
This box has everything you need to set up an
Edwardian shop, including costume, and is a
mixture of original and replica items. Although
not quite the same period, this shop box goes
well with the WW1 boxes to give home front /
war information.

World War 1 for Schools
This box includes replica child sized uniform and
additional lesson material, including 30
biographies of local people involved in WW1. It’s
complemented by material on our website about
WW1 in our area.

World War 1 for Community Groups
This box includes adult and child sized replica
uniform plus replica documents. Ideal for a
community display.

World War 2
This box contains real and replica home front
items, including food rations and clothing, plus a
number of laminated photographs and
publications.
Reminiscence Dressing Table
This box comes in the form of a small dressing case and
contains original everyday clothing and beauty objects
for both men and women, including a selection of hats.
The objects are predominately from the 1950s and
1960s. This box has been created to form the basis for
reminiscence sessions in care environments but would
be equally interesting at a community event.

Reminiscence Tea Set
This box contains all you need for a tea party, including
the table cloth and tea towel. It also contains copies of
cake and biscuit recipes from the 1950s to complete the
event.

